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ABSTRACT
The literature about the impact of study abroad on

the American college undergraduate is reviewed and an experimental
program instituted at Goshen College, Goshen, Indiana called the
Study Service Term (SST) is discussed. The objectives of SST are to
give students an immersion in a foreign culture so that they may: (1)

examine and experience another culture to understand and respect it;

(2) live under a different government to sense different meanings of
nationhood; (3) experience being in the minority; (4) develop a
viewpoint necessary to live and work effectively in today's world;
(5) understand through exposure to its causes the process of
revolutions of our time; (6) confront desperate physical and
spiritual need in 3 context where the possibilities of using his
culture for service are apparent; (7) meet specific physical,
intellectual, spiritual or other needs in another culture; (8)

experience an intensive relationship as a part of a small group with
1 or 2 faculty members before deciding on his collegiate and
vocational goals; and (9) contribute to a climate of international
understanding and interest on the Goshen campus. The program has been
evaluated as being a great success. (HS)
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ou MSCO Stadeq, 1970.

hensive suxvey of tii pablished up 066. Uawever, as Breitenbadh

cnt Iost of the verDrtc.i 3tud.:c5 7.kte t.o styldentv. Rrom other

do.J.t.t.ina who itAve v-esidcd and/or stu&A in the 4n:;ted

(Nen or tht:;ce studi) -11o,E.t have been undernken frotT. 1950 o)1.

In view of the signifif:anec of cror,-cuItxral. education it is

a%Anzing hw ong it 1:f)ok :icholars sc.) start taking an interest

ia the oroblemo comeceJ. with IA:. Vth a fau eption:J) research

j.n the social sciences neglected 1;.1o. questions arising from study

abroad uatil 1950, when the rapid 1%pansion of internationnl

exchanges of persons, particularly in the U.3.A., gavr; rice to a

VASS of adminAstretivil and personnel problems which required en

141tensi-m analyois and evaluation of the exchange programmes.

Oreitenbech, p. 7i3

ln his own survey, he Round that 90 per crat of all of the studies dealt

with U.S.A. exchange programs or were fiunneed by the United States.

Studies uere conducted by the U.S. Department of State. by An and by other

fedel agencies. Some fe t.? studies were =(!crtaken by the Social Science

Research Counctii awl by Am.erican exchange .17ganizations. Still fewer in

aumb,ev were dlese comprised by private relal:ch, theses) and dissertatione.

Tirzt nmibr of studies undertaken by Europs appeared to be severely

3.4111ktd,,

T.n the oam2 UNtSW voluNe, Otto El.nberg notes In the same vein

that uost of the research on ovarRaar.; stcr:ly s concentrate6 on an

examinaton of th . eZfeets of study abrwJ. on nationals who hAln attended

colleges and universities in the Umi.ted States. Among the VOW: signf,_ficant

such studies are thos.e undertnken by the Research CcumeIl.

MOrgaret Cormadk in her contribution to the Rpv.iew clucatiova.l

:Research, surveys recent studies en edueax:ionv.1 Eldhange r"InternationiJ

Development Through Educational Exchange)" Chapter 7. Review of Educational

Research, XXVIII (1968) , pp. 293-3C21 . Ent her review also concentrates
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upon studies of foreign students in ;.:he Ul)itod

This discussion of research will be confined largely to studies

of foreign students in the United States (or niter their return),

for this is the largest body of cvLtionl evabtion Very fte:o

studies have been made of Americans study:Lag abroada fruitful

arta of Ineded inquiry. (p . 294)

All of'. mhich would suggest that the op,-nning quotation from Gough and

MCCorleack is fairiv accurate.

Yett as X read C'ough anti NeCormeek and othcre I was not altogether

satisfied that such little :7esnach had actually been undertaken. After

all, the general study of the impact of education on college studeats has

:moulted in a substanti.el body ol7 littn:atcm2. With 5i:tidies going back to

the Jacob volume rithilip E. Jeaob. ChaptIn Wues ia gollgge, Hew York:Sn

Harpers, 19571 and continuing through repJrts in The Amerion_g2Amil,

edited by Vevitt Sanl!ord Li;htit,ADe.rtsan Collegta, New York: John Wilv, 196;3

and wore recently in the review by Feldwoa and Newcomb t tne Imu.ct of

Colkeve on Studsos, San Francisco: jonoy-Anss, 190) suraly a auwber

of people must have exaTincd the 1,Apact of nvt:rseas educational programs

on coUege students. I asked 137o sroduato, sttzdents in neighboring

university to undertake a thorogh the 3iterature,1 on the impact

of study abroad. Using the sources at their c=mand in the librc.ry at

the University of Colorado, they cam up Ilith less than 2G difZerent

studies, and only half of thase t..) the exp=innces of college

students. These are the net results o2 some siz months of searching.

Ilay I. VUMVierize very briegly the ::port(J of Emma of these studies.

Gunther Bicknese undertook threo separate evelvative surveys among

Amcrizan undergraduates in GerTany. The flist vas a questionnaire to

compare the students attitudes and opinions befnre and after the juntor
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year in the following areas: attitudes toward Germany, integration

patterns, religion, politics) use of tobacco and alcohol, sexual

morality, culture, comparison of university systems, fraternities. A

more subjective poll vas taken to assess the effects of the program on

the individual, the organizational effects of the program, the impact of

travel, health and diet, and the academic aspects of the program. A

PIP

follow-up questionnaire examined the problems of readjustAent. ',Gunther

Bicknese, "Juniors in Germany: Effects and Opinions on Experimental

Evaluation Through Student Fclls," U.S. Department of Health, Education)

and Welfare, Office of Education, ERZe=g0L390.]

Emily Girault in a 1964 dissertaoA undertook to determine -whether

changes in certain attitudes resulted amorg students mho spent six months

studying at the Stanford Usi-sity Cent-x: in 'Germany. She wanted to

find out what attitude themges uere detectable among stadents on their

return to the homy campus and -shether any of these changes appear to have

endared for a period of 18 months. The students were interviewed in three

groups, thosc about to depart for Germany those recently returned from

Germany, and those who had been back for IS months. She examlned such

attitudes as: students vicals oi Americans end Germans, stereotype

thinking, awareness of public affairn, puz:ception of purpose in study

abroad, perception of changes in thsmsclws, reference group identification.

Her general conclusions were that er.>ups have studied abroad are more

sensttive to international problems apd that oversaas experience tends to

reduce stereotype thinking. !piny S. "Effects of Residency ae

an Overseas Campus on Some Social Attitudes of Staaford Students,"

unpublished doctoral dissertation, StanfoA, 1964,3

4
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The Gough nud f:IcCma4ck study, to tIlach reference has n2xestly been

made, compared students selected for University of California study

;Ibroad programs with non-applicants and reilecte4 appx,nts. The purpose

vas to determine whethet: more effective ways of selecting participants

could be developed. The items that more strongly dikferentlated those

accepted from other staderts vas that those accepted had n strong sense

of purpose in life, dedication to humanitarian and egalitsrian ideas,

self-reliance and a tendency to be complex And deeply responsive

indtviduals. The study then went on to compare various characteristics

of the selected students and vv?_asurements of success in the overseas

experience (success was defined in terns of peer evaluations, ratings

by study directors and acaeemic attainment). Performance seemed to be

positj:vely related to past academic perforce, qualities of spontameity,

vitality, and sense of responsibility, and optimism.

John P. Gullahorn and Jeanne E. Gullahorn, began coljaborating in

I954 on research concerning :Lnternational eeucational exchealge. Several

articics have bee)1 developed out their studies undertaken In the mid-

fifties. In an article in the Annals of the fouerican Aeademx_211pliticalsw.

:ant Social Science f"American Studiits Abzo4.14! Professl.onal versus Personal

Developmvat, The Annals, 368 (November, n66). 43-591 , they report soraV

generalizations based on observation, intervie-g, ond questionnaire date

fr,m 401 AmeriLan si:udents in Francs and i)terview and questionnaire data

on over 5,000 Fulbright and Smith-Mundt grantees "who sojourned in all

parts of the world during the ten yom- pexi.od from 1947 to 1957." Among

their conclusions is the observation that younzer students less settled

in adult roles and less conmitted to academic gocl-s reported more extensive
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interaction with hnst uationalo ar.d greatr prcoai &velomeni: and

satisfaction. On the other hand the eldeez advanced graduate students

involved in rest:larch for advanced degeen evaluated their expnrience

abroad in terms of the 'way in which it fosteKad their own professional

development. Not unexpectedly, the GullaN)rus pointed up that because

of the different emphasis in "educational development" among various

groups of students, different programs siv.)uld be emphasized.

For the younger student who is more in need of the perspective that

comes from m2aningful interpersonal relationships and from opportunity

to 'do something to be helpful to others (after having been in the

role of the relatively passive rec:.pient of educational aid all

his life), such programs as those sponsored by the Friends Service

Committee, The Experiment in interv.e1;ionel Living, and the peace

Corps might be more efficacious. CUT recomendation for the
Fulbright program and for other programs of educational exchange,

therefore, is that the acadnmic, 1.efessional vals be emphasized
and that preference be given in th selection of student grantees

to the more advanced Braduate students whose projects appear
realistic in terms of facilitieu artd personnnl in their host
universities. (p.

Simon N. Ne. Al and Erling Schild nave reported in several articles

the research undertaken with scoe sixty .1sh students who spent one year

in Xsz.:ael in. 1955. They used a series of five questionnaires, one

administered before the students left New York; the second, c,n their

arrival in Israel; the third, five mouths later; the fourth, at the end of

the sojourn i Israel; the fifth, at the =m3 of six months following returu

to the United States. In addition they chnse fifteen of the group on a

random basis for intensive interviews. Me problew of leartang and

adjustment of the students in the foreign country were viewed from the

perspfIctive of a stranger in a host society. A number of hypotheses emerged

regarding the process of learning in this kind of situation: observatim

contributes significantly to the scope of learning; direct participation
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enhances eUectiveness of learuing; e7;plicit communicatLo cbntributes co

ease of learnthg; however, in the matter of long range change in attitudes,

participation is mot effactia and expli-zit communiea:t-ion in least

effective. [CI "Contexts for the Study of Cross-Cultural Education,"

JvIrxla.1 of Social_Psycholoa, 52 (Augustd.960), 231-250) .

In a doctoral disse!nation completed at Pennsylvania State University

in 1959 Elizabeth Leonard examined the foreign study and travel program of

Adelphi College. Included were 83 students participating in the Adelphi

program between 1957 and 1961. She used a scale developed by P.F. Lentz,

the Allport-Vernon study of values, a dizension scale used by Hilda Taba

and the Ethno-centrism, racism, and Political-Economic Couservatism scales

from Adorno. She found that tho students uare slightly less conservative

iollooing their sojourn, that tbey had gained some knowledge about Europl--

much of it through other than formal study, had increased in skill in foreign

language, gained in self-perception and ia general knowledge of current

affairs. Students who participated in study abroad for one year became

more "liberal" on the Lentz C-R opinionnaire 4.hen was true ovet a three

year period of time (freshman to seLior year.) for studnnts uho remained

on campus. (Elisabeth Leonard, "Selected Educational Outcoixo of Foreign

Travel and Study Program," unpublished deqtoral dissertation, Pennsylvania

State University, 19591

Esther Oldt's evaluation of the Antiocb eduew(ion abro:4d program

E"Antioch Education Abroad: An Evaluatim," Antioch College Reports, No. 10;

°lay, 1969) Yellow Springs, Ohio: Antioch College) revievws several years of

evaluations. A questionnaire was sent in.r. 1964 to ail stigiew: who bad

participated up to that point. 'bwo hundred-stty-one responded. Official

committee examination.; of the policies and operations have been made every



two to three years. Onzl member o the Antioch education abroad staff

reviewed the selection process in 1968. An earlier study was made on

the effect of the education abroad program on students attitudes. The

Oldt report is more a discussion of the studies underway and the ahalyses

yet to be completed.

Co Robert Pace undertook on behalf of Sweet Briar College a study

of 1,000 alumni from 1923 to 1933. The qcestionnaire stutly uss supplemented

by interviews with some of the members of French families where American

students had lived end with some of the professors under whom the students

had studied. rp0 Robert Pace, The Junior Year in Fr-ece, Syt4cuse, New York:

Syracuse University Press, 19501 Amcng other things, the study revealed

that those who had participated in the junior year in France were as alumnae

personally more toleratt in their acceptance of people litho differed from

themselves, appeared to be more fully aware of significant intercultural

contributions to the life of the 20th century, ware more frequent and

more active participants in internatIonally oriented activities, both of

a political and cultural sort, anH were rrore inclined to endorse policies

which promote the freer exchange of ideas, goods, and people among

countries.

With those brief sulmvaries you have the bulk of the research on

impact of study abroad on American college students. There must be many

more studies underway or completed that have not been reported generally,

but the group of studies to which I have referred fairly well represent

those readily available and those to which reference is made in most

articles or reviews of study abroad progtams for American sudents. It

would appear that there is still room for research in this area!



Eugem Jacobson provides a comprehensive overview of uhat might be

involved in such research. ["Ssjourn Resessech: A Definition of the Field,"

.Journal of Social Issues., XIX (1963), l23-1.21 In his outlipe oi a compre-

hensive sojoarn segnence analysis, he refers to nine phases: pre-departure

preparation, act of leaving, en route, entry into the .rea of sojourn,

post-arrival orientation, exploration, tentative commItment, ultimate

commitment, decision about further travel. The effect of the Jacobson

analysis is to point up something of whic;-1 anyone involved in this type

of research should be aware, namely that cleare d. distinstions need to be

MAe2 IsIgarding the particular phase of ths experience that is being studied.

Different mechanism way be operating within each of these phases, and

while the experience is a total.experience, it my be better understood

through an analysis of the various parts.

In his approach to evaluation, Breitenbach p. Students As Links...,

pp. 70 ff.1 sketches five steps in an evaluation study: an analysis of

the structure of the progrm to be evaluated, the development of research

hypotheses, choosing thE. instruments, collecting the data, analyzing and

interpreting the data. He reminds us that in any good research study

there is a systematic and orderly process Eleinberg, in the sam2 volume,

notes some of the difficulties involved ia such research and suggests why

judgmonss regarding the effectiveness of study abroad program); seem to be

so mixed:

There are in fact several sources of difficultyfirst, there is
a large variety of possible exchanges; second, the differences in
conditions (political, economic, cultural) in which the exchanges

take place; third, lack of clarity as to the goals; fourth,
variation in the time span of the programmes; fisEth, the limited

nature of available research Undings. Under these circumstances

it is not too surprising that when asked his advice about the kinds

and conditions of exchanges which should be developed, the social



scientist -ey have to answer, 'I don't knaw./ He should be able

to add, hewever, et least it. some cases, 'But I can find out.'

Nesearch in the ield of Educatienal Exchange," Students As Links...,

p. 563

Kleinberg particularly calis attention to lack of clarity and dissonance

in the statement of goals. Effective evaluation must be based upon some

understanding of uhat the goals of the program are supposed to be.

While not ignoring the other suggestions relating to the nature of

research on study abroad programs, let me call particular attention to the

necessity for a clear statement of goals. All too frequently, the only

apparent reason for an institution to become involved in study abroad is

to be able to say that along with other institutions it does have a study

abroad program. Under such circumstances the same vagueness that

characterizes the purposee of the program is likely to characterize the

operaeion of the program. It is not that there is any dearth of statements

about the possible outcomes of study abroad; it is a matter of failure

to think through the weaning of the program for the specific institution.

Irwin Abrams, in one of his earlier articles, notes that the foreign

experience may help the stadent discover who he is and that it is almost

certain to help him discover whee he is. potp.:nal of General Edueatiot,

Vol. Lel. (January 1963) pp. 220,2293 In a piece co-authored with David B.

Arnold, Abrams sees the puvpose of international education as educating

young people to be able to respond with sensitivity and intelligence to a

world characterized by change. The specific benefits include knowledge

and understanding of the hpst culture and the world in general, a more

objective understanding of one'a own culture, and more objective under-

standing of one's self and values, an advance in maturity and in&eendence.

Anerican College in International Education," New Dimensioie:Itttt_ Ata

10



Education, No. 27, Durham, North Carolina: Duke University, April, 1967)

Battsek ("A Practical Aualysis of Lteme Aspects of Study Abroad,"

Journal of General Education Vol. 13 (Januery, 1962), pp. 225-24 emphasizes

the social and human objectives foe etudy abroad. In the new situation the

student is more likely to develop an openmlndedness and greater understanding

of self and others. Coelho UPersonal Growth and Educational Development

Through Working and Studying Abroad," Journal of Social Issues, Vol. 18

(1962), pp. 5-67] points up as outcomes of study abroad: international

understanding, technical and specialty training, personal growth, and

general educational development.

The Gallahorns report on the objectives of study abroad as students

see them ["American Objeetives in Study Abroad," Ite.....ntiL511.1.1.iii4r

VvcAgga, 29 (October, 1958), pp. 360. At the top of the list the

students place the gain of professional advancement. This is followed by

acquiring an understanding of the foreign culture, developing greater

ability in the language, and simply having an adventure. Other objectives

range all the way from being able to study under top men in one's field

to seeing study abroad as a chance to escape from prObleme at home.

McEvoy ["Adjustment of American Youth in Cross-Cultural Programs,"

titttgAlks2LEtclaggettglatlituttlit,smael, Vol, 9 (January, 1968), pp. 243

stresses as the main possible outcome the overcoming of cultural parochialism.

Stavig E"Uhy Study Abroad Pays Off," Satutqujeview (February 19, 1966),

pp. 82-861 sees as possible outcomes: a shift in perspective involving

the student'a view of himself and his relationship to others; the challenging

of basic tersonal and national assumptions; the clarifying, modifying and

strengthening of values. He goes on to suggest that the experience may not

so much change a student as help him to find out who he is.

11
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Wlthout referring to a scora of ot!ss erticies, It seems to we to

be possible to reduce the many esntesnts s3:.out cutcomes to an emphasis

upon one or several of the following: doeeeloving self-awareness, gaining

understanding cf another culture, becoming more objective about one's awn

culture, becoming more sensitive to polita..al and social issues at home

and abroad, developing greater competency in a particular language or area

of study.

May I now report on some research 1 heve underway on the impact

of study abroad experiences on American nndergraduates, This is a

progress report on what has comn to he a three-year examination of the

Goshen College Study-Service Term. Goshen is a fous-year, coeducational,

liberal arts college located in Goshen, Indiana, 120 miles East of

Chicago. Current enrollment is just over 1100 full-time students. It is

a private college operated by the Mhnnonite church, and approximately

65 per cent of its students claim membership in the supporting church.

In the fall of 1968 the College initiated a new academic program,

one feature of which is P eequ5.red term of study and service in another

cultural setting. The Study-Service Term provides 14 weeks abroad. The

first half of the term is devoted to a stedy of the country. During the

second part of the term, students are assIgned to field locations for work

or service. Groups of 15 to 25 students travel each trimester to locations

in Central America and the Caribbeen--Coste Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras,

Guadeloupe or Haiti and Jamaica. Groups heve also traveled to West Germany

and Korea. A member of the Goshen faculty accompanies each group. He is

responsible for the gui.dance of the students, arrangements for the lecturers

and language teachers, provisions for an adequate library, assignirg readings

and administering tests. DurIng the first year 280 students participated.

12



The expenses of the 14 weuks, i=ludisn tenaspoetetion, 2re met out of

13

the regular on-campus student . cheeges and fees.

During 1969-70, the College asked n foue-man commission to evaleate

the dtudy-Service Term and to make recommendations for further development

of the program. The teem consisted of: darold Epstein, formerly Vice

President of the Institute of 7,ntelYlae:_onel Educatiop, Ner York City;

Henry Gleason, Professor of LiIlguisUcs, Univorsi.ty of Ontario? Toronto;

Lewis Hoskins, Director of International gliucation, Earlham College,

Indiana (Chairman); AlY:an Pfnister; Professor of Higher Education, University

of Denver, Colorado. The commission held its first meeting on the Goshen

campus in July 1969 to establish g general. format for the evaluation. In

subsequent visits to the campus the commiesion members interviewed students,

both those planning to join the next units leaving for the SST locations

and those who had completed their terms. The contission also asked the

College to gather reports from student SST participants and faculty, review

the results of a specially constructed values inventory administered by the

College, and design some of its own Eorms to secure feedback from the

students on site.

During the spring and suraer of 1970 memberq of the commission visited

each of the sites for several days. Undee the schedule adopted, while no

member of the commielion visited all of the sites, at least two members

visited each site and arranged to observe both the study end service

portions of the program. Siemequently, the commission met on campus to

compare notes and secure addiaonal infomatIon from the College. The

firzt draft of the commiss,a report was presented to the College in the

fall of 1970, and the final report in November, 1970. Subsequently the

report was presented for discussion with the faculty of Goshen College

13
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during the earl.y month;t3 of

The general conclus:ion o; the ccwisilion was eutizely positive.

The commission stetcd that it felt that m.)st of the stedents had derived

rgreat value from the SST exp ierience. tf. Allan O. Pfnister, "The Evaluation

of Overneas Study Programs: Two Case Studies," North Central Association

Quarterly, XLVI (Fall, 1971), 307-313]. Without going into detail regardinl

this first report, may I simply note that one of the key issues that emerged

during the evaluation was that of determining how Goshen might best integrate

the experiential and academic. By "experiential" the commdssion meant the

field work, the day-to-day contact betweea students and the people of the

host country. By "academic" the commission meant the more traditional

structure established for teaching and learning in the typical college

setting--lectures, discussions, papers am! examinations. During the

study period students typically attend leetures given in large part by

nationals of the host country. The emphasis is upon understanding the

culture in its awn terms. Ths lectures, given in English or through

interpreters, cover a vide range of topice -history, geography government,

economics, literature, art, music, social castoms, religious, agricultural

and industrial development, educational systems, relations to the United

States, and wild plant and animal life. The lectures are interspersed

with short field trips to sites releted -ce, the lectures. Students are

also required to complete a special term lroject, which caa range from an

essay on social customs to a report on family relationships or comparative

study of government.

Students live with two sets of families while abroad. They live wlth

one family during the study period and another family during the period of

service. Service experiences vary widely. Some of them take on the aspects

14
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of a imdified Peace Corp& expa-aence. An ;1 Imit leader in Ntw.ragua

reported, one of the students was "teachiag just about everything" and

another had "developed wonderf.ul blisters on the palms of his hands, and

is teaching rabbit and pig feeding." In Costa Rica, a majority of the

group was involved in teaching English in schoola, clubs and organizations,

or coaching teams and leading recreational groups. Child caring institu-

tions, hospitals and care centers occupied -a large group.

It was to explore in more depth the possible impact of this combined

experiential-academic experience that 1 second study project was undertaken

in 1.971.. The College has listed as the objectives of SST to give students

an imrersion in a foreign culture in orde-2.: to:

1. Examine and experience another culture in order to understand

and respect it and his own culture.

2. Live under a digferent governpant in order to sense the meaning

of nationhood fcr a country other than the participants native

country.

3. Experience being a part of a minorityracially, socially,

linguistically, and religioualy, to place his role in his own

culture in a new perspective.

4. Develop a viewpoint in understanding necessary to live and work

effectively in a world made smaller by transportation and

communication facilities.

5. Understand through expomre to its causes the process of

revolutions of our time: technological, industrial, political,

educational and the "revolution of rising expectations."

6. Confront desperate physical and spiritual need in a context where

he can see the possibilities of using his "culture for service."
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specffic plysicair ilctia1 7 stiritual or othe:: needs

in another culture.

8. Experience an intensive relationship as a part of a small group

with one or two faculty wembers before he has decided on his

collegiate and vocetional goals.

90 10 contribute to a clInate of ieternational understandeng and

interest on the Goshen College campus.

The design of this second phese of the study includes elements from several

of the research studies already reported: (1) responses to an opinion and

attitude inventory before and after the off-campus experience, (2) a series

of interviews before, duriug and aftee the experience, (3) two types of

control groupsp a group of students vho remnin on campus for a trimester

who complete the opinion and attitude inserument at the beginning and at the

end of trimester and a group of students In another study abroad program

with some similar characteristics but lasting for six months rather than

3 months, who also complete the attitude and opinion inventory before and

at the conclusion of the experience; members of this group have also been

interviewed on-site.

In March 1971, a total of 59 students were interviewed en the Goshen

College campus. The interviews were conducted in small groups of five or

six over a two-day period of time. The interviews focused upon determdming

uhat knowledge the students had of the coentries to which they were going,

what thwexpected to receive from the program, what kind of problems they

anticipated facing, and what they felt the overall value of the experience

might be. The students interviewed were vembers of groups that would leave

within a few weeks for Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Jamaica.

16
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Ea.zh of th, 59 ,i:L.c:.den ibswr.y compteted an opini.on and

attitude inventory consisting of 97 items =asuriug a;;t;..cudes toward

national status and security, frecdva of exyeession, minority probJems,

the role of societal values, democr,n.tic proco ss. campus protest,

political activities. Other scales called fcr judgments regarding personal

development in the areas of hiAu:an relatioan, critical thng, humanistic

values and vocational valucs Stztd3nts ware also asked to respond to a list

of goals a)r educational institutions and co respond to a series of items

relating to faculty at the insatution. :he items for the inventory uere

tikeri from a preview edition or 1he. Educ4.ion Evalgation Instruments

developed by the staff of the higher education program and The Center for

the Study of Evaluation at the Graduate School of Education, UCLA. The

principal director of the higher education staff is C. Robert Pace.

In addition to the 59 students comprising the three groups going to

Nicaragua, Costa Rica and jamaica, 61 students, comprising the three

groups going to Guadeloupe, West Berlin and Korea, completed the opinion

and attitude inventory.

In June 1971, I visited and intervLewed -Itudents in Managua,

Nicaragua; San Jose, Costa Rica; Kin3ston. Jamaica. In all, I completed

59 individual interviews. The ini:urvieNs duplicated in large part the

interviews held on campus Lwo moliths befoe. Each of the interviews lasted

one-half hour to 45 minutes. The groups in Guadeloupe, West Berlin and

Korea were not interviewed.

At the conclusion of tha 14 weeks on-site, students in each of the

six units again completed the opinion and attitude nventory. In September,

1971, when the students were on campus, those in the units 1-ha1: had been in
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Nicaragua, costa Rica and Jawaica wore onec again interviewed. These

interviews were group interviews 1nvolvin five or six students and

lasted on an average of 45 minutes. Tha Interviews duplicated in part

the questions that were asked in March and June. Fifty-nine students

were interviewed.

In the period of January-April 1972, the process was repeated with

three ether groups. A group of 20 students scheduled to go to Costa Rica

was interviewed in December, just prior to the time of departure. Members

of the group also completed the opinion and attitude inventory. In

February, each member of the group was interviawed in San Jose. In April,

at the conclusion of the Study-Service Term, each member of the group

completed the opinion and attitude inventory. Because most of the students

are not on campus during the sumer trimester, there vas no opportunity to

undertake an interview when they have returned to the United States as

vas the case for the three groups in 1971.

In addition, 35 students enrolled in a program sponsored by the

Associated Colleges of the Midwest completed the attitude apd opinion

inventory before beginning work in Costa Rica. These students come from

colleges constituting ACM, spend approximately 6 months in Costa Rica

on the combination of study and field work. The great part of the time is

spent on the field in various research projects. These students will

be asked to complete the attitude and opinion in/entory at the conclusion

of their stay in Costa Rica. Eighteen of the students were also interviewed

in February just after they had completed their period o$ lectures and

study in San Jose.

At this time all I can provide is a progress report. As you might

guess, the amount of data to be analyzed is substantial. I have made
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a preliminary analysis of the responses of the six units who completed

the Study-Service Term in August, 1971. I cen summarize some of the

interview responses for the three units assigned to Costa Rica, Nicaragua

and Jamaica. The questionnaires completed by the students remaining on

campus between january and April, 1972 and those in Costa Rica from

January through April, 1972 have just been received and have not yet been

analyzed. The final set of questionnaires from the ACM group will not be

available until mid-June, 1972.

The two 1972 groups represent a type of control groupb I want to

find out if there is any difference in responses to the opinion and attitude

inventory between those who stayed on campus and those who participated in

one of the SST units0 I also want to compare the experiences of the winter

1972 SST group in Costa Rica with the experiences of the sumner 1971 group

in Costa Rica0 I want to compare the experiences of the ACM students,

coming from different types of institutions and spending a loeger period

of time in field study, with the experiences of the summer 1971 and winter

1972 Goshen group in Costa Rica. In. addition, I am comparing the experiences

of the Goshen College students among the six uniLs as well as examining

the six units as a total SST group.

Let me now turn to some of the preliminary findings. First of all,

what, if anything, emerged from the before and after administration of

the opinion and attitude inventory? (rhe following statements are based

on a very rough anslysise, Some irregularities I discovered all too late

in the computer print-outs cause me to be rather cautious about the

statements I am about to make.) Were there any significant differences

in responses to the opinion and attitude inventory between the first and

second administrations? Using the total group of 126 studerts, on first
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analysis, it Lppew:s that hoe are, a nutver of items on which the difference

in the means of the group responses is significant at the AB level. (1

say this, however, with some hesitancy, because in doing some calculations,

find slight variations in some of the mans, and I would 'want to check

further before advnncing any firm conclusions.) With a word of caution,

let me re,fer to the items in which I found what appear to be significant

differences.

One of the statements to which the students were asked to respond is

the following: "Government planning should be strictly ltmited, for it

almost inevitably results in the loss of essential liberty and freedom."

Students responded to the item by checking one of four columns--strongly

agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree. Before SST, the average response

was almost midway between "agree" and "disagree." At the conclusion of

SST there appears to be a significant sh.4.2t in the direction of "disagree."

The preliminary interpretation would be that after 14 weeks in a different

culture, students appeared more likely to disagree that government

planning should be strictly limited. Perhaps being in developing countries

they concluded that more government planning might be needed in order to

bring about meeded changes.

Another item On which there appeared to be a significant shift Ws

the following: "Crime in the streets is a relatively small problem compared

with crime or unethical practices in busnesses such as false advertising,

shoddy products, bribery, inside 'deals,: etc." Before the SST experience

the average response was fairly close to "agree." After the experience the

response moved significantly closer to "ngree." It would appear that after

the 14 weeks students generfilly tended to think of unethical practices in

business as being even more of a crime than before.
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Both of these items aee in the general area of social issues.

A third item in which there appeared to be significant shifts of opinion

had to do with campus policies. The iteu: was: "Policies on this campus

regarding drinking or drugs are IInfair or repressive." Before SST the

students clearly indicated they disagreed with the statement. After SST,

they tended to move from "disagree" toward "agree." By and large, the

Goshen College students did not find relatively etrict campus policies

restrictive, unfair or repressive. Bowever, after a period of 144 weeks

in a society considerdbly more permissive than that of their own homes

or the campus, they tended to rove at least slightly toward questioning

the campus policies.

Two other items that fall within nocial and political issues also

appear to show significant changes in opinion. The first item is: "If

the United States were not wile- rily strong, it would risk attack ber

enemy countries." The responte to this question should be interpreted in

the light of the fact that the majority of the students are from a historic

peace-oriented religious denomination. Before $ST, the average of the

responses fell between "agree" and "disagree." After SST, the average moved

closer to the response "agree." It would appear that after the 14 weeks

the students mero somewhat more sympathetic to the idea of the United

States being a militarily strong country. This may be particularly

significant in the light of the historic orientation of the group,

The second item is: "A society that is more concerned about law

and order than tbout liberty and justice is basically repressive." Before

SST the average of the responses was almost precisely at "agree." After

SST, the responses tended to move from "agree" to "strongly agree." Students

seem to be even more convinced after SST that concern for law and order is

not enough.

P(41
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You will recall that one of tha aims of SST is to have the students

make some comparisons and contrasts between their own culture and another

culture and thereby gain a beteer understauding of their own culture and

of their aan government. Some 35 items on the inveatory dealt with

political and social issues. On only five of the items did the group

as a whele seem to change significantly. Does this uean that the objective

la not being realized? I would suggest that if in the short period of time

there were significant shifta on even as few as five of the 35 items, this

would still be indication that some changes have taken place. Mbst studies

of this type find little Or no change in opinion over such a short period

of time. It remains for further analysis to determine whether these changes

are statistically as significant as they naw appear. And it also remains

to compare the apparent changes in the 1971 summer SST group with what may

have happened to students remaining on cavpus during the winter of 1972

and auong the studentz going to Costa Rica during the winter of 1972.

I found it interesting that it vas in another series of items that

most of the changes among the students were registered. Studetts were asked

to inalcate whether they felt they had made progress in a number of

respeces. As developed by race, lour scales are involved, s !es purporting

to measure individual judgments ree,e-eAing progress in human relations,

critical thinking, humanistic values, vocational orientation. There are

only 16 itema in this portion of the opinion and attitude inventory. What

appear to be statistically significant differences in the man responses

occareed in 11 of these 16 items. Students seemed convinced that they had

experienced aome change La personal orientation during the 14 weeks.

The item in which the greatest change, in ehe opinion of the

studeuts, took place was "Awarenese of different philosophies, culture, and
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ways of life." Students could respolid to this item by indicating whether

they had made progress or benefited very much, quite a bit, some, very

little Before SST the average of the responses placed the students

slightly below "quite a bit." After SST they had moved significantly

toward "very much." This would suggest that as fax as the students

were concerned, as a result of SST they had grown considerably in awareness

of different philosophies, cultures and ways of life.

The second most significant change appeared in connection with this

statement: "Tolerance and understanding of other people and their views."

Before SST the average of the responses placed the students slightly below

the level of "quite a bit." After SSTo they had moved significantly toward

"very much." The students were of the opinion that they had grown in

tolerance and understanding of other people and their views.

Among the other items vial apparently statistically significant

changes are the following: (1) "Personal developmentunderstanding one's

ability and limitations; intereste and starldards of behavior." The movement

was from slightly above "quite a bit" to an even stronger approach to

"very much."

(2) "Reasoning ability--recognizing assumptions, inferences, etc."

Before SST the average response was betweea "quite a bit" and "some."

After SST the movement seemed clearly toward "quite a bit." Apparently

many of the students felt that they had node more progress toward developing

reasoning ability after SST than had so indicated before SST.

(3) "Quantitative Thin.kingunderstanding concepts of probability,

propositions, margin of error, etc." Before SST students ratod themselves

very low on this, between "same" and "very little." After SST the average

of the responses was almost clearly at the level of "some."
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(4) "Ability to see relationships, sieilarities, and differences

between ideas." The movement here was fram the level of somewhat below

"quite a bit" to a clearer designation of "quite a bit."

(5) "Ntiting and speakingclear, correct, effective communication."

The average of the responses before SST was fairly cloae to "sone." After

SST the average of the responses moved closer to "quite a bit."

(6) "Vocabulary, terminology, and facts in various fields of knowledge."

Before SST the average of the responses was midway between "quite a bit"

and "some." After SSTv there was a significant movement toward "quite a bit."

(7) "Bases for imtreved social and economic status." Thia is

classified as an item relating to development in vocational objectives.

Priot to SST the average of the responses uas ?.ss than "some," Alter SST

the average of the responses moved beyond "some" and toward "quite a bit."

On only one item relating to goals for educational institutions did

there seem to be any significant shift. This was the item: "To transmit

established cultural values." Students could respond by indicating whether

this was very important, moderately importantt slightly important, not at

all important. Before SST the average of the responses was midway between

"slightly important" and "moderately imporeant." After SST the responses

moved in tha direction of "moderately important." This woultl suggest more

of an acceptance of the goal of an institution to transmit established

cultural values.

The picture that emerges from this preliminary analysis is that there

appears to have been some significant changes in attitudes and opinions.

What is surprising to ma is that these changes would emerge on the basis

of grouping and averaging responses for 129 studenta. In mazy such studies,

averages tend to wash out individual diffeeences, f significant differences

frt
Ati
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appear ia averages for a group this large, it would appear that there have

indeed been important chenges during SST.

It is, however, when one begina to examiee individuals that he may

be able to get a clearer insight into the significance of any changes that

have taken place. By way of a rough estimate, I reviewed the chagges in

responses on the 35 items referring to political and social conditions.

I selected those students in which changes took place on 18 or more items.

In all, 22 of the 126 students showed changes in one direction or another

on 18 or more items. Some differences appeared among the group. For

example, only one of the 22 students spending 14 weeks in West Germany

showed this much change, while five of the 18 in Jamaica and 6 of the 22

in Korea showed changes of this magnitude The same general pattern euerged

when as a measure of sac.tiVeit:e1 I noted the =tuber of questions on which

half or more of the students in a unit changed at least one level,

irrespective of direction of the change. I found that in the West Germany

group, only 4 questions of the 35 showed charge on the part of half or

more of the students. By way of contrast, there mtre 11 questions on

which half or more of the students in the Jamaican group changed opinion.

Half or more of the South Korean group changed opinions on eight items,

and similarly, half or more of the studenes changed opinion on a number of

items among the remaining three groups. It would appear that among the

students who spent the term in the developing countries more changes took

place. And among the developing societies, the greatest impact seemed to

be among those in the all-black society4 of jamaica. The average number of

changes was largest in the Jamaican group closely followed by the group

in Nicaragua, Korea, Cosie Rica and Guadeloupe.
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Without going into further detail on the analysis, there were special

points on which each of the groups differed irom the others. Responses

among the group in Jamaica were, for example, rather different from the

responses of the group in Costa Rica. Ae a particularly striking example,

on an item that dealt with integration, the group in Jamaica moved in one

direction, while the group in Costa Rica moved in another. The item is:

"In the long-run, school integration will contribute to the health of our

society and to the quality of education." The group in Costa Rica moved

from a position of "agree" toward "strongly agree." On the other hand,

the group in Jamaica moved from "agree" toward "disagree," In both

instances the Goshen College students represented a minority in a different

culture, but being a minority in a black culture would seem to have carried

a different effect.

Let me make one or two rough generalizations on the baeis of the

interview data. One of the purposes that clearly emerges among the list for

most study abroad programs is that the student will gain a better understanding

of a different culture. On-site, I asked each of the students what it neant

to him at that point in tima to have been in a different culture, Most of

the students were hard-pressed to describe what was "different" or "similar"

in the culture. Almost invariably each one indicated that one of the

outcomes of the period abroad me that he was able to understand better

what it meant to be in a different culture. But most students found it

very difficult to pinpoint what they maart by a different culture. Themes

Harshen in one of the chapters in the UNESCO volume L"The Strategy of

Interaational Educational Exchange," §tudents As Links..3 observed that

it is difficult to show what it weans to understand and appreciate a foreign

culture. And Otto Kleiriberg observes that there are clearly differences of
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opinion as to what the characteristics of a particular country or culture

area. p 34J Students seem to haw a vague sense that they are in

a different culture, nay see the differences during the first few days in

the culture: tend to became more adjusted to theta aft(' less reflective

about them.

On another item, the amount of orientation required, with very

few exceptions, students did not seem to be much concerned chat before

leaving for the site they had very little specific knowledge about the

country. AXter having been on-site for sElvall or eight weeksb they still

felt very little need for orientation Most were of the opinion that the

best process is to be put into the mature, to experience it with very

little in the way of anticipation or expectmtion. Many stated that the

experience would have been much leas meaningful if they had had great

amounts of information beforehand.

-0-

Paper presented at meeting of National Association for Foreign Student

Affairst Atlanta, Georgia, My 40 1972.


